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Rapidly generating and processing large amounts of data, supercomputers are
currently at the leading edge of computing technologies. Supercomputers are
employed in many different fields, establishing them as an integral part of the
computational sciences. Research and Applications in Global Supercomputing
investigates current and emerging research in the field, as well as the application
of this technology to a variety of areas. Highlighting a broad range of concepts,
this publication is a comprehensive reference source for professionals,
researchers, students, and practitioners interested in the various topics pertaining
to supercomputing and how this technology can be applied to solve problems in a
multitude of disciplines.
Winner of the 2003 Shingo Prize! Reorganizing work processes into cells has
helped many organizations streamline operations, shorten lead times, increase
quality, and lower costs. Cellular manufacturing is a powerful concept that is
simple to understand; however, its ultimate success depends on deciding where
cells fit into your organization, and then applying the know-how to design,
implement and operate them. Reorganizing the Factory presents a thoroughly
researched and comprehensive "life cycle" approach to competing through
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cellular work organizations. It takes you from the basic cell concept and its
benefits through the process of justifying, designing, implementing, operating,
and improving this new type of work organization in offices and on the factory
floor. The book discusses many important technical dimensions, such as factory
analysis, cell design, planning and control systems, and principles for lead time
and inventory reduction. However, unique to the literature, it also covers in depth
the numerous managerial issues that accompany organizing work into cells. In
most implementations, performance measurement, compensation, education and
training, employee involvement, and change management are critically important.
These issues are often overlooked in the planning process, yet they can occupy
more of the implementation time than do the technical aspects of cells. Includes:
Why do cells improve lead time, quality, and cost? Planning for cell
implementation Justifying the move to cells, strategically and economically
Designing efficient manufacturing and office cells Selecting and training cell
employees Compensation system for cell employees Performance and cost
measurement Planning and control of materials and capacity Managing the
change to cells Problems in designing, implementing, and operating cells
Improving and adapting existing cells Structured frameworks and checklists to
help analysis and decision-making Numerous examples of cells in various
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industries
The shifting influence of growing organizational cultures and individual standards
has caused significant changes to modern organizations. By creating a better
understanding of these influences, the quality of organizations can be improved.
Exploring the Influence of Personal Values and Cultures in the Workplace is a
pivotal reference source for the latest research on how culture and personal
values shape and influence employees’ actions, behaviors, and leadership
styles. Featuring extensive coverage on relevant areas such as psychological
health, career management, and job satisfaction, this publication is an ideal
resource for practitioners, professionals, managers, and researchers seeking
innovative perspectives on the impact of personal values and cultures in the
workplace.
A no-nonsense guide to driving performance while stillmaintaining a great place
to work Leadership Isn't For Cowards offers straightforward stepsto leading
courageously and practical tips for driving performance.Courageous leadership
means toughening your approach by beingrigorous in the application of your
values through the companyculture. It means confronting and challenging people,
and notletting them get away with being less than you know they can be.The path
to courageous leadership has six components: Accept YourCurrent
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Circumstances, Take Responsibility, Take Action,Acknowledge Progress,
Commit to Lifelong Learning, and KindleRelationships. These manageable steps
include: Identify the area in your business or life where a gap existsbetween your
current reality and your desired reality Align yourself with a person or a group of
people who cancommit to holding you accountable for closing the gap Make a
specific commitment to the outcome(s) you want andassign dates to them With
courageous leadership, you'll create a culture and amindset that encourages and
demands excellence! Follow these stepsto bring out the best in your employees
and lead your company tosignificant success.
Author Richard Castillo, who studied under Arthur Kleinman of Harvard
University, has developed a client-centered paradigm for mental illness based on
recent biological, psychological, social, and cross-cultural studies. His book
provides practical applications for clinicians and addresses recent theoretical
changes and their implications for the assessment and diagnosis of mental
illness. Culture & Mental Illness is written for a global audience. Although the
book discusses American ethnic minorities, its scope includes a wide variety of
cultural and ethnic groups from around the world.
World History Teaching in Asia is the first broad survey of the content and
approaches used to teach world history in secondary schools and colleges in
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Asia. The collection has been crafted by scholars and educators whose goal was
to shed light on the importance of history education and to foster understanding
of and between Asian countries. These essays show how the teaching of world
history in Asian countries has developed since World War II, with many
interesting parallels, including the issue of Eurocentrism, but also distinctive
national trends, and considerable changes over time. At a time when many Asian
countries are making great strides in education, this study of history education in
Asia will be of real interest to educators, history scholars, and policy-makers
worldwide.
Globalization demands the construction of new business methods to enable
companies to remain highly competitive. Due to this demand, cultural differences
are now being implemented into policies and procedures as companies expand
and seek to collaborate with international entrepreneurs. The Handbook of
Research on Entrepreneurial Ecosystems and Social Dynamics in a Globalized
World is a pivotal reference source for emergent aspects of internationalization
and regional development in an entrepreneurial context. Featuring extensive
coverage on relevant areas such as digital entrepreneurship, sustainability, and
financial performance, this publication is an ideal resource for academics, public
and private institutions, developers, professors, researchers, and post-graduate
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students seeking current research on globalized entrepreneurship.
This book tells the story of how one school planted a seed of peace that grew and rippled over
the years. A reflective, narrative style explains the experience, followed by critical research
into: } The Gardeners Adult Leadership } Planting the Seeds Proactive Programmes } Tending
the Garden Response Strategies The book provides a practical, well structured and well
researched approach that will give valuable assistance in creating a peaceful environment.
This book delves into one of the greatest riddles perplexing modern science: “Why are
humans so smart?” In a format understandable even by the non-expert, the author
investigates the origins of human intelligence, starting with classical Darwinian concepts. Thus,
the strengths and beauty of natural selection are presented with many examples taken from
natural history. Common criticisms of Darwin, from scientists and non-scientists alike, are
confronted and shown to be either inconclusive or outright false. The author then launches into
a discussion of human intelligence, the most important feature of human evolution, and how it
cannot be fully explained by mutational selection. Modern humans are smarter than what is
demanded by our evolutionary experience as hunter-gatherers. The difficulty lies in the inability
of natural selection to answer the following question: how can a complex set of genes,
controlling expensive traits with little immediate benefit, come into permanent existence within
a short time period in every member of a small population (which was dispersed and
geographically isolated over a huge planet) which had a low reproductive output and a low
mutation rate? The book concludes with a speculative epigenetic theory of intelligence that
does not require DNA mutations as a source of evolution. Although the book is comprehensible
by anyone with a college education, this last section in particular should intrigue both layman
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and expert alike. Contents: Evolution:Darwin and Natural SelectionDarwin
AnalyzedLamarckThe Thin Bone Vault:Definition of IntelligenceA Brief History of the
MindPopulationCultureAnimal IntelligenceEvolutionary Potential:Elementary GeneticsGene
Variability, ExamplesDirected MutationsGenetics and IntelligenceEvolution of Intelligence, an
Epigenetic Model:EpigeneticsThe Cranial Feedback Mechanism Readership: General public;
biology and anthropology undergraduates and graduates.
Keywords:Evolution;Intelligence;Anthropology;General Interest;Non-fictionKey Features:A
particularly lucid description of the strengths and weaknesses of Darwinian evolution, written in
an enjoyable style palatable to anyone interested in biologyAmple citations of natural
phenomena to stimulate general interest in the readerA novel discussion of human intelligence
that has no counterpart in current booksAn “epigenetic” theory of evolution in the final pages
of the book that complements the natural selection concept
Russian Constitutional Law is one of the first publications to offer profound analyses of the
main institutions of the Constitutional Law of the Russian Federation in English. The authors,
representing the Constitutional Law Chair of the Moscow State Institute for International
Relations (MGIMO-University), cover the most important and basic categories of Constitutional
Law in Russia: namely, the Constitution; the Status of the Individual; Federalism; the Electoral
System; Federal Bodies (the...
Includes Special laws of 1871, 1881, and 1889.
This introduction to the philosophy of technology discusses its sources and uses. Tracing the
changing meaning of "technology" from ancient times to the modern day, it identifies two
important traditions of critical analysis of technology: the engineering approach and the
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humanities approach.
This title will help you understand how developing people can create a competative advantage.
It contains a range of activities and these activities form an integral part of the Human
Resource Management and help you to apply what you are learning in practice to your
business or organisation. This title will help you to deepen your understanding of some of the
main themes covered.
While the growth of computational thinking has brought new awareness to the importance of
computing education, it has also created new challenges. Many educational initiatives focus
solely on the programming aspects, such as variables, loops, conditionals, parallelism,
operators, and data handling, divorcing computing from real-world contexts and applications.
This decontextualization threatens to make learners believe that they do not need to learn
computing, as they cannot envision a future in which they will need to use it, just as many see
math and physics education as unnecessary. The Handbook of Research on Tools for
Teaching Computational Thinking in P-12 Education is a cutting-edge research publication that
examines the implementation of computational thinking into school curriculum in order to
develop creative problem-solving skills and to build a computational identity which will allow for
future STEM growth. Moreover, the book advocates for a new approach to computing
education that argues that while learning about computing, young people should also have
opportunities to create with computing, which will have a direct impact on their lives and their
communities. Featuring a wide range of topics such as assessment, digital teaching, and
educational robotics, this book is ideal for academicians, instructional designers, teachers,
education professionals, administrators, researchers, and students.
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Teenage pregnancy is a public health concern that is growing more prevalent in both
developed and developing countries. Understanding the problems of teenage motherhood and
suggesting relevant preventive strategies and interventions can help break the cycle of
poverty, poor education, and risky behaviors that can lead to health and child welfare issues.
Socio-Cultural Influences on Teenage Pregnancy and Contemporary Prevention Measures is
an essential reference source that discusses the causes and factors responsible for early
motherhood, as well as the mental and psychological outlooks of teen mothers. Featuring
research on topics such as minority populations, family dynamics, and sex education, this book
is ideally designed for healthcare students, medical professionals, practitioners, nurses, and
counselors seeking coverage on the issues, reasons, and outcomes of teenage pregnancy, as
well as preventive strategies to combat teenage motherhood.
For teachers of English, connecting with non-native students can pose significant problems,
but communication technologies may offer a viable solution. Cases on Communication
Technology for Second Language Acquisition and Cultural Learning provides educators with
valuable insight into methods and opportunities for using technology to teach students learning
a foreign language. Theoretical and pragmatic cases illustrate teaching strategies and
methodologies, hardware and software development, administrative concerns, and crosscultural considerations with respect to effective educational technologies. Educators and
students, as well as administrators and developers, will use this book to improve the
effectiveness of second language curricula across a variety of intercultural perspectives.
This book for intermediate and above students includes authentic texts from textbooks,
journals, reference works and study guides.
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Effective Healthcare Leadership integrates theory and practice to distil the reality of healthcare
leadership today. It addresses the context and explores strategies for leadership and examines
the leadership skills required to implement and sustain developments in healthcare. Section
one examines the contemporary context and challenges of healthcare leadership. Section two
offers opportunities through the CLINLAP/LEADLAP model to see how modern management
ideas, tools and techniques are used effectively in leadership development. Section three
examines the role of leadership in implementing change and improving practice in different
contexts of care. The final section explores future challenges in leadership.
A synthesis of nearly 2,000 articles to help make engineersbetter educators While a significant
body of knowledge has evolved in the fieldof engineering education over the years, much of
the publishedinformation has been restricted to scholarly journals and has notfound a broad
audience. This publication rectifies that situationby reviewing the findings of nearly 2,000
scholarly articles tohelp engineers become better educators, devise more effectivecurricula,
and be more effective leaders and advocates incurriculum and research development. The
author's first objective is to provide an illustrativereview of research and development in
engineering education since1960. His second objective is, with the examples given,
toencourage the practice of classroom assessment and research, andhis third objective is to
promote the idea of curriculumleadership. The publication is divided into four main parts: Part I
demonstrates how the underpinnings ofeducation—history, philosophy,
psychology,sociology—determine the aims and objectives of the curriculumand the curriculum's
internal structure, which integratesassessment, content, teaching, and learning Part II focuses
on the curriculum itself, considering such keyissues as content organization, trends, and
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change. A chapter oninterdisciplinary and integrated study and a chapter on project
andproblem-based models of curriculum are included Part III examines problem solving,
creativity, and design Part IV delves into teaching, assessment, and evaluation,beginning with
a chapter on the lecture, cooperative learning, andteamwork The book ends with a brief,
insightful forecast of the future ofengineering education. Because this is a practical tool
andreference for engineers, each chapter is self-contained and may beread independently of
the others. Unlike other works in engineering education, which are generallyintended for
educational researchers, this publication is writtennot only for researchers in the field of
engineering education, butalso for all engineers who teach. All readers acquire a host
ofpractical skills and knowledge in the fields of learning,philosophy, sociology, and history as
they specifically apply tothe process of engineering curriculum improvement andevaluation.
Plant ScienceAn International Journal of Experimental Plant BiologyBAR International
SeriesWorld History Teaching in AsiaA Comparative SurveyBerkshire Publishing Group
This book delves into one of the greatest riddles perplexing modern science: ?Why are
humans so smart?? In a format understandable even by the non-expert, the author
investigates the origins of human intelligence, starting with classical Darwinian concepts. Thus,
the strengths and beauty of natural selection are presented with many examples taken from
natural history. Common criticisms of Darwin, from scientists and non-scientists alike, are
confronted and shown to be either inconclusive or outright false.The author then launches into
a discussion of human intelligence, the most important feature of human evolution, and how it
cannot be fully explained by mutational selection. Modern humans are smarter than what is
demanded by our evolutionary experience as hunter-gatherers. The difficulty lies in the inability
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of natural selection to answer the following question: how can a complex set of genes,
controlling expensive traits with little immediate benefit, come into permanent existence within
a short time period in every member of a small population (which was dispersed and
geographically isolated over a huge planet) which had a low reproductive output and a low
mutation rate?The book concludes with a speculative epigenetic theory of intelligence that
does not require DNA mutations as a source of evolution. Although the book is comprehensible
by anyone with a college education, this last section in particular should intrigue both layman
and expert alike.

As the number of adjunct faculty teaching online courses remotely for their
institutions continues to increase, so do the unique challenges they face,
including issues of distance and isolation as well as problems pertaining to
motivation, time, and compensation. Not only are these higher education faculty
geographically isolated from each other and their colleagues at flagship
campuses, but they also lack adequate institutional support and resources
necessary to perform their roles. As institutions continue to rely heavily on this
group of under-supported and undertrained instructors who teach the majority of
online courses offered across the country, institutions need models and
strategies to tap the expertise and perspectives of this group not only to improve
teaching and learning in online programs but also to retain this critical talent pool.
More consideration is needed to create institutional affinity and organizational
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commitment, build community, and create opportunities for remote adjunct faculty
to be included as an integral component to their academic departments. The
Handbook of Research on Inclusive Development for Remote Adjunct Faculty in
Higher Education is a comprehensive reference work that presents research,
theoretical frameworks, instructor perspectives, and program models that
highlight effective strategies, innovative approaches, and unique considerations
for creating professional development opportunities for remote adjunct faculty
teaching online. This book provides concrete practices that foster inclusivity
among contingent faculty teaching online as well as tangible practices that have
been successfully implemented from faculty developers and academic leaders at
institutions who have a large population of, and heavy reliance on, remote
adjunct instructors. While addressing topics that include faculty engagement,
mentoring programs, and instructor resources, this book intends to support
remote instructors in the post-pandemic world. It is also beneficial for faculty
development professionals; academic administrative leaders; higher education
stakeholders; and higher education faculty, researchers, and students.
What is transformation in contemporary South African higher education? How
can it be facilitated through research and pedagogic practices? These questions
are addressed in this edited collection by established academics and emerging
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research students from nine South African universities. The chapters give us
access to students? worlds: how they construct, experience and navigate their
complex spheres, on and off campus. By engaging with students as knowledge
producers, we transform popular ways of thinking about race, gender, class,
sexuality, disability and age as singular and natural markers of difference and
diversity.ÿ Rather than taking diversity as fixed and rooted in nature, we explore
how diversity is imagined and lived in particular contexts on and off campus.
Value creation is a pivotal aspect of the modern business industry. By
implementing these strategies into initiatives and processes, deeper alliances
between customers and organizations can be established. The Handbook of
Research on Strategic Alliances and Value Co-Creation in the Service Industry is
a comprehensive source of scholarly material on frameworks for the effective
management of value co-creation in contemporary business contexts.
Highlighting relevant perspectives across a range of topics, such as public
relations, service-dominant logic, and consumer culture theory, this publication is
ideally designed for professionals, researchers, graduate students, academics,
and practitioners interested in emerging developments in the service industry.
With this 5th Edition, you can confirm your diagnoses for even the most
challenging dermatologic conditions! Written by Dr. James G. Marks, Jr. and Dr.
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Jeffrey J. Miller, this highly visual guide provides the foundational information you
need to identify the full range of skin diseases - all in a consistent, quickreference format ideal for use in clinical practice. Distinguish differences among
skin conditions using tables that summarize the most important characteristics of
the major categories. Consider atypical diagnoses by viewing additional photos of
more uncommon presentations at the end of each chapter. Make a differential
diagnosis with help from numerous tables that rank skin diseases according to
frequency of incidence and highlight clinical features. Test your mastery of key
material with self-assessment case reviews. Reach a diagnosis with confidence
thanks to the clinical photographs, full-color histopathology images, and
corresponding cross-sectional line diagrams that provide details on cause and
condition. Find the information you need quickly with topics arranged in
alphabetical order for fast reference, and therapy options in highlighted boxes.
The papers in this volume demonstrate that it can be fruitful to apply institutional
theory to business history. In addition, the volume shows that the wider study of
the institutional environment is inseparable from the study of business. It is clear,
however, that although 'institutionalism' in business history has a long pedigree,
many areas of research and potential interaction with theory remain to be
explored. The extent to which this will occur inevitably depends upon the degree
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to which the interests of theoreticians serve the needs of historians and vice
versa.
The representation of abstract data and ideas can be a difficult and tedious task
to handle when learning new concepts; however, the advances of emerging
technology have allowed for new methods of representing such conceptual data.
The Handbook of Research on Maximizing Cognitive Learning through
Knowledge Visualization focuses on the use of visualization technologies to
assist in the process of better comprehending scientific concepts, data, and
applications. Highlighting the utilization of visual power and the roles of sensory
perceptions, computer graphics, animation, and digital storytelling, this book is an
essential reference source for instructors, engineers, programmers, and software
developers interested in the exchange of information through the visual depiction
of data.
This book aims to present an overview of Chinese, Japanese and Korean
modern management styles. The cultures of China, Japan and Korea are
influenced by Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism. As such, there are some
basic similarities in their management styles. As business operations become
more internationalised, the management styles among Chinese, Japanese and
Korean companies have blurred the lines of distinction between Western and
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Eastern cultures. The need for Western managers to adapt to Asian way of doing
business, and likewise for Asian companies to understand Western business
practices, means that managers have to bridge the gaps and adopt the best
management practices containing both Western and Eastern elements. Unlike
the traditional approach of setting clear differentiation between Western and
Eastern cultures, this book looks at Oriental management from a modern
perspective, that is, the fusion of Western and Eastern management styles. By
using a multifaceted approach to understanding modern Oriental management,
the author stresses the complexities of the business environment in China, Japan
and Korea. He suggests that Western theories of management are applicable to
Eastern cultural context with some adaptations to the local environment. The
author also offers valuable insights into the management styles of Oriental
managers by providing a critical perspective of their thought processes in simple
yet highly relevant illustrations of models and frameworks. This book is
recommended for those who are interested in attaining a deeper knowledge of
Oriental management practices.
As education becomes more globally accessible, the need increases for comprehensive
education options with a special focus on bilingual and intercultural education. The
normalization of diversity and the acclimation of the students to various cultures and types of
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people are essential for success in the current world. The Handbook of Research on Bilingual
and Intercultural Education is an essential scholarly publication that provides comprehensive
empirical research on bilingual and intercultural processes in an educational context. Featuring
a range of topics such as education policy, language resources, and teacher education, this
book is ideal for teachers, instructional designers, curriculum developers, language learning
professionals, principals, administrators, academicians, policymakers, researchers, and
students.
"This book will help readers understand the ways in which literacy is changing around the
world, and to keep up to date with literacy research and reporting techniques"--Provided by
publisher.
The emergence of the internet and developments in educational software have changed the
way teachers teach and the way students learn. There has been a substantial increase in the
quantity, quality, and diversity of educational material available over the internet or through the
use of satellite video and audio linkups. These technologies have allowed new learning
methods and techniques to reach a greater geographic region and have contributed to the
global transformation of education. The Roles of Technology and Globalization in Educational
Transformation is an essential academic book that provides comprehensive research on
issues concerning the roles of technology and globalization in educational transformation and
the challenges of teaching and learning in various cultural settings and how they were
resolved. It will support educational organizations that wish to find, create, or adapt technology
for use in their institution. Featuring a broad range of topics such as public administration,
educational technology, and higher education, this book is essential for teachers, deans,
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principals, school administrators, IT specialists, curriculum developers, instructional designers,
higher education staff, academicians, policymakers, researchers, and students.
In order to improve competitiveness and performance, corporations must embrace
advancements in digitalization. Successful implementation of knowledge management is a
huge factor in corporate success. Analyzing the Impacts of Industry 4.0 in Modern Business
Environments is a critical scholarly publication that explores digital transformation in business
environments and the requirement for not only a substantial management change plan but
equally the two essential components of knowledge management: knowledge sharing and
knowledge transfer. Featuring a broad range of topics such as strategic planning, knowledge
transfer, and cybersecurity risk management, this book is geared toward researchers,
academicians, and students seeking current and relevant research on organizational
knowledge intensity and monitoring of knowledge management development.
Academic life is complex. Adjusting to life as a new academic requires a range of skills and
abilities to fulfill the multiple roles of a researcher, teacher, and administrator. This book assists
in the process of orienting new academics to the nature of academic life, particularly with
greater accountability, the growth in the numbers of academic staff, and the increasing
demands and expectations from the growing student population. It addresses the key areas of
academic work, including teaching, research, publishing, administration, community service,
and the social and cultural aspects of academic life. The book brings together new academics
and experienced educators from a variety of discipline backgrounds to provide clear and
practical insights into the journey of entering the world of academic life. Any new academic will
find this book an invaluable resource for conceptualizing and contextualizing the academic
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world they are now a part of.
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